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From Cancellations to Collaboration — Some Thoughts

by Susan H. Zappen (Head of Technical Services, Lucy Scribner Library, Skidmore College)

Background
Been there, done that. That was my initial reaction a several months ago when Acquisitions staff informed me that some of our microfilm titles were going to double in price and several other titles were more than doubling in price for 1997. We did not anticipate these increases, especially those in microfilm. And judging from our major renewal invoice, we were seeing at least a 12% price increase in our subscriptions for 1997. Again, we were compelled to review our subscriptions to find titles to cancel. Been there, done that.
It’s not that I don’t care about the price increases. It’s just that I realize that scholarly communication is changing. Price increases function as an accelerator for change. Eventually we will arrive at the real issue: who owns and controls the information. In the meantime, the college library whether large or small is maintaining its mission to meet the educational and research needs of students and faculty. We are only changing our methods to achieve our mission. And I’m very excited about what we at Skidmore College are doing: we are providing access to

continued on page 16

If Rumors Were Horses

Well, we have plenty of exciting news this month.

First, there’s the appointment of Clifford Lynch, the magnificent, as the new Executive Director of CNI, The Coalition for Networked Information, replacing Paul Evan Peters after his tragic death. Congratulations to Clifford and CNI!

Second, we have just learned about the sale of Carfax Publishing Company (ATG interviewed president John Cox in v.7#4, September of 1994, pp. 31-36). Carfax Publishing Ltd is now part of Routledge Publishing Holdings Ltd, an independent group consisting of Routledge Ltd. in London and Routledge, Inc. of New York, who together publish over 800 book titles in the humanities and social sciences (Routledge Ltd. also has a journal program of 35 titles). Carfax remains intact as a stand-alone business based in Abingdon. The Carfax publishing team is unchanged. John Cox remains as Managing Director of the Company; in addition, he has joined the Board of Routledge Publishing Holdings Ltd. David Green remains as Publishing Director. “Our brief at Carfax is to continue to develop our journal program,” says John Cox. “Joining the Routledge family will enable us to do that from within a group that is going for growth, with the resources to make that possible.”

ATG was recently interviewing Colin Jones, President of Routledge US, who used to be director of New York University Press. Stay tuned for our interview coming soon in ATG. In the meantime, there is a great publisher’s profile of Routledge which Matt Nauman did in this issue, page 58.

Moving right along, the man who started and has built Carfax over the past 25 years, Duncan Spence, writes that he will have no further involvement with the company. He is now located at Publishers Services Limited (P.O. Box 31, Sark GY9 0SB, Channel Islands).
Rumor has it that I never sleep. I want to dispel that rumor. I love to sleep. I sleep as much as I can. In fact, the other night when I was up working on ATG because I couldn’t sleep, my husband was up too. He was asking me if we ever would have started ATG without a computer. I said, “Of course, but it would have been a lot harder.”

This month I have gone through some bitter/sweet experiences. First, our son Raymond (now 23!) graduated from Army Ranger School in Ft. Benning, GA. Boy was I proud! And, second, one of my most favorite people in the whole wide world, Cerise Oberman, Director of the Libraries and Computer Centers at SUNY Plattsburgh, came to visit and keynote the LOEX conference on May 9. Cerise left the College of Charleston 15 years ago when Raymond was a little kid, about 8 or 9 and she was head of reference at the College. Things were different then. When she left, I got her IBM Selectric II typewriter which was a state-of-the-art machine. And who would have predicted or believed what has happened in our world in the intervening 15 years?

This issue of ATG is a case in point. Many of the articles are about fulltext, that concept that we didn’t know a thing about ten or fifteen or even five years ago. But it is now the driving force behind many of our decisions and delivery of service. We have an article/survey about fulltext providers by Judy Luther (p.18), from Albert Sineundos on standard identifiers for electronic information (p.78), from Norm Desmarais about the digital video disc format (p.76), from Eleanor Cook about the pitfalls of searching the World Wide Web (p.75), from Glenda Alvin about the problems of acquisitions management (p.72), from Alfred Gans about the subscription pricing models (p.34), from Philip Hallman about the National Film Registry (p.80) and more and more. We also have a charming article from Jack Walsdorf about a collector writing a book (like we used to write them...) (p.29). Our interviews in this issue are with Tim Collins (EBSCO Publishing) (p.36) and John Regazzi (Engineering Information) (p.38).

This issue of ATG shows the enormous information resources that are at our fingertips and on many of our desktops. It is exciting! Let’s wake up and read all about it! And see you in San Francisco!

Yr. Ed. 🌲

---

### Against the Grain — Deadlines 1997 Volume 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Insertion Order</th>
<th>Camera-Ready Copy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference Books Issue</td>
<td>September 97</td>
<td>7/2/97</td>
<td>7/16/97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston Conference</td>
<td>November 97</td>
<td>9/3/97</td>
<td>9/17/97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA Midwinter</td>
<td>December 97/January 98</td>
<td>11/5/97</td>
<td>11/19/97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Rumors from page 1

Phone: +44(0)1481-832701; fax +44 (0)1481-832698) which is a holding company for other publishing-related operations with which Duncan and the previous owners of Carfax are involved. Publishers Services Ltd. has at least two companies that publish medical journals and videos for the pharmaceutical industry. Also, they have a substantial equity share in CatchWord, Ltd., which is developing the RealPage Internet publishing system.

Word was announced in April that Knight Ridder plans to sell Knight Ridder Information, Inc. (KRII). You will remember (see ATG, Sept. 95, v.7, #4, p.22) that KRII consists of CARL and UnCover as well as Dialog and DataStar. Knight Ridder has recently negotiated the purchase of four newspapers from the Disney Company including the Kansas City Star, the Fort Worth Telegram, the News Democrat in Belleville, IL, and the Times Leader in Wilkes-Barre, PA.

Some people don’t seem capable of ever losing their cool. Your editor is definitely not one of them. But, Helen Protasiewicz, who is celebrating 20 years of service with Alfred Jaeger, Inc., is. Helen, who started in the back volume periodical business with Don Jaeger’s father, Alfred himself, quickly advanced from an assistant to Sales Manager, her present position. Congratulations, Helen, and thanks for your assistance and friendship over the years!

Speaking of Alfred Jaeger, Inc., when Michael John Horak, author of The Evil Side of a Racetrack was at the booth last year during ALA annual? Did you meet him? Word is that Michael’s book is in its *second* printing so you might want to visit his Web site <http://www.yearbooknews.com> to learn even more.

And there’s more from Don. He hasn’t been busy enough forming Jaeger Global Enterprises and playing ice hockey and baseball with his kids (see ATG, v. 8, #4, Sept. 1996, p.33). In addition, he and Susan and the boys have recently moved to a new house to top it all off! Talk about topsy-turvy.

The Charleston Report got a great review — in Library Journal, May 1 calling it *impressive, crisp, and professional.* For more info, call Linda Crismond, 813-937-2974.

Blackwell’s intends to make a significant investment in the redevelopment of the Blackwell’s Online Bookshop <http://blackwell.co.uk/bookshops/>, which has been successfully continued on page 8.

<http://www.against-the-grain.com>
trading since June 1995. Investment plans include the establish-
ment of a dedicated team led by Chris Beckett.

Blackwell's is pleased to announce the introduction of Col-
collection Manager, a Web interface to the New Titles System
which has been developed in partnership with academic librar-
ies. In its first release, Collection Manager enables librarians to
select subjects from the Blackwell's Subject thesaurus, the Li-
brary of Congress Classification system, the National Library of
Medicine Thesaurus, or their own profiles in order to search
Blackwell's extensive New Titles Database. Collection Manager
displays titles matching selected subjects or profiles, annotating
each title with icons representing approval action and order
status. Librarians can then review detailed information about
any title in the list, including the Table of Contents, and a MARC
record. Collection Manager also provides an explanation of the
approval action taken for each new title. Future releases of
Collection Manager will include an ordering interface, record
delivery, and the ability to interactively create and change li-
brary profiles, as well as "What if?" analysis.

This came out over Serialist. Springer Verlag has announced
a new journal entitled International Journal on Digital Librar-
ies. Editors in chief are Nabil R. Adam (Rutgers University)
<adam@adamb.rutgers.edu>, phone (201) 648-5239 and Yelena
Yesha (UMBC/NASA) <eya@cs.umbc.edu>, phone (410)
455-3542. The aim of the journal is to advance the theory and
practice of acquisition, definition, organization, management
and dissemination of digital information via global networking.
In particular, the journal will emphasize technical issues in digi-
tal information, production, management and use, issues in high-
speed networks and connectivity, inter-operability, and seamless
integration of information, people, profiles, tracks and needs,
security and privacy of individuals and business transactions and
efficient and effective business processes in the Information Age.
The journal seeks high quality research papers that present original theoretical
results, algorithms, or approaches, as well as empirical and
experimental studies. Instructions for authors are available from:
<Doebls@Springer.DE> For subscription info and sample
copies contact Springer-Verlag; Heidelberger Platz 3; D-14197
Berlin, Germany; <subscriptions@Springer.de>

Gerald R. Stormer, "Gerry," began to represent the world-
renowned German-based bookseller, Otto Harrassowitz in the
Eastern U.S. as of May 1. Lyman Newlin tells us that Gerry's
bookselling career started in 1884 with Coutts Library Ser-
vice, though he was no stranger to libraries or to academia,
having received his Ph.D. from Tulane University.

More from Lyman. After 51 years, Sidney Kramer is closing its doors. This bookstore, in Washington, D.C., is familiar
to many of us and was begun, Lyman says, in 1946.

Gary Shirk (Yankee Book Peddler) <GShirk@YBP.com> is
still splitting his time between the US and UK. He writes that all
is going well and they're excited about the new office in Lower
Swanwick which is up and running. Here are some of the key
people in the UK office. Sarah Goddard, UK branch Opera-
tions Manager, responsible for the branch office administration
and the day-to-day supervision of order fulfillment. Sarah is a
Portsmouth, England native and now lives in Park Gate
Southampton. She comes to YBP from a background in publish-
ing and office management. Mandy Barney is joining YBP as
Office Administrator and Customer Service Representative.
Mandy brings to her position extensive experience in marketing
and customer care. She is responsible for many of the day-to-day
operational functions, including order entry and customer ser-
vice. David Graves who Gary identifies as "YBP's first full-
time regional sales manager in Europe" will represent YBP (both
US and UK services) to customers in the UK, Ireland, and a few
European countries. David comes to YBP from a career in
English publishing that spanned everything from editorial to
production and distribution. Also, Gail Merrett has been named
Collection Management Services Manager and is developing
YBP's approval plan and collection development services in the
UK. She comes to the company with extensive experience in
British academic libraries, including stints in a variety of collec-
tion development and technical services positions. Gail, who left
a position as Technology Faculty Librarian at the University of
Portsmouth, is looking forward to the challenges of the private
sector.

Rosann Bazirjian (Assistant Director, Technical Services,
Florida State University) <rbazirjian@mailer.fsu.edu> is working
with Beth Jacoby to plan a program for ALA Annual 1998 on
acquisitions workflows. They are looking for people who are
using the Internet, Web, etc., for daily acquisitions use; i.e.
librarians who have incorporated acquisitions tools available on
the Internet in their day-to-day operations. I know that we are at
the College of Charleston and if any of you do as well, or know
of someone who does, why not drop Rosann a note!

Michael Scheibach (Publishing Director, Allen Press)
<mscheibach@allenpress.com> liked Tom Leonhardt's Letter
from Oklahoma, "Editing and Writing, Writing and Editing"
(ATG, v.9# 2, April, 1997, pp.54-55) so much that he has asked
us to reprint it in the Allen Press newsletter which goes to approxi-
mately 4,000 scholarly editors. Pretty impressive and you read it
first in ATG!

And, you know what? That Letter from Oklahoma was
noteworthy in another respect. It was the last one. Tom is mov-
big far from Oklahoma. His appointment as Library Director at
the Oregon Institute of Technology, Klamath Falls, Oregon,
effective July 10, has been announced! Congratulations, Tom.
Tom promises to do a profile of the library in an upcoming issue.
And he did a report on the Faunus Institute (see page 60) in this
issue of ATG which also announces his new email —
<tleonhardt@ou.edu>.

Got a really nice note from Mary Page <mspage@pci.rut-
gers.edu> (she was at the 1996 Charleston Conference) about
the Cougars (you know the College of Charleston basketball team
that went to the NCAA tournament and did so well). Mary says
that she'll be watching out for them next year. And I bought a
collector's item — a College of Charleston Cougars t-shirt —
which I am planning on wearing to the 1997 Charleston Con-
ference.

Did you see "Women Buy Fiction in Bulk and Publishers
Take Notice," in the New York Times <http://www.ny-
times.com>(D1) by Trip Gabriel? Publishers say that women
buy 70 to 80% of fiction titles and that publishers are looking for
women authors or — if a book is written by a man — a strong
girl character.

Claire Fund (Administrative Coordinator, College of Charle-
soton Libraries) <fundel@cofc.edu> points out a recent article by
John Schwartz entitled "Net Worth?" See the Washington Post
<http://www.washingtongpost.com> (Health, p. 12). It's about
health information on the Internet. Thirty-seven percent of the
US use the Internet to investigate health issues. There are 10,000
consumer health information Web sites, but how should users
evaluate the quality of the information available? A recent study
found that more than 50% of 167 health information Web sites
had "inaccurate or biased information." Here are some good
gateway sites — National Library of Medicine's Visible Hu-
man Project <http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/
visible_human.html>; Healthfinder <http://www.healthfind-
er.gov>; FDA's Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
<http://www.fda.gov/cder>; American Cancer Society <http://

continued on page 10
More from Claire <fund@cofc.edu>. As the Internet's impact on education becomes more apparent every day, many scholars are finding it hard to keep up with developments in the fast-changing field. A newsletter edited by Carolyn Kotlas, a librarian at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, could help. Once a month, Ms. Kotlas summarizes what she thinks are the most interesting new articles about online education. After she has written abstracts about stories on distance learning, cyberculture, and new CD-ROMs, she pastes them into an email message, along with tidbits of news that she's found on the Web. Then she sends her bundle of what she calls "information bits" to more than 4,500 subscribers around the world. The result is called IAT Infosbits, a free newsletter sponsored by the university's Institute for Academy Technology. It started as a service for professors and librarians on the Chapel Hill campus, but it has become an internationally popular way to stay on top of educational developments in cyberspace. Several hundred subscribers hail from Australia, Britain, and Canada. The newsletters have been published since July 1993, when the first entry in the email hailed an "intriguing new tool for managing the cornucopia of information linked to the Internet." See: <http://www.iat.unc.edu/infosbits/infosbits.html> To subscribe: MailingList: IAT Infosbits. Send to: listerv@unc.edu; Subject: Blank; Message text: subscribe INFOSBITS your name. Good luck!

There's an upcoming conference September 11-12, 1997 in Washington, D.C., sponsored by the American Council of Learned Societies, the Association of American University Presses, and the Association of Research Libraries called The Specialized Scholarly Monograph in Crisis or How Can I Get Your Information if You Don't Publish My Book? For information contact Mary Jane Brooks <maryjane@gni.org>.

Got this from Anne Jennings <bibllibrary@charleston.net>. Mary Alice Baish, American Association of Library's (AALL) Assistant Washington Affairs Representative, has been named by Public Printer Michael F. DiMario to a three-year term as one of five new members of the Depository Library Council (DLC). The 15-member Council advises the United States Government Printing Office (GPO) on issues related to improving public access to government information through the Federal Depository Library Program (FDLP). Baish, who has been AALL's Assistant Washington Affairs Representative since February 1995, will bring much experience to the Council through her many years of service as a documents librarian and her leadership within the major library associations on government information policies. She is also the Washington Brief columnist for AALL Spectrum, AALL's official monthly magazine. AALL members have provided the DLC with service for many years. Susan Dow, Electronic Information Services Librarian, Charles B. Sears Law Library at SUNY Buffalo, is completing her term on the DLC, having served as Secretary in 1995-96. Other recent DLC members from AALL include Sally Holterhoff, Government Documents Librarian, Valparaiso University School of Law Library; Robert Oakley, Director of the Law Library and Professor of Law, Edward Bennett Williams Library, Georgetown University; Kay Schluter, Director, Texas State Law Library; and Susan Tulis, Documents Librarian, University of Virginia Law Library. The other newly-appointed DLC council members are Duncan Aldrich, Head, Business and Government Information Center, University of Nevada-Reno; Diane Garner, Head, Government Documents and Non-Book Formats Department, Harvard College Library; Gregory W. Lawrence, Government Information Librarian, Albert R. Mann Library, Cornell University; and Julia Wallace, Head, Government Publications, University of Minnesota.

Deborah Lee (Mississippi State University) <doll@library.msstate.edu> wrote from the ATG Web page, no less <http://www.against-the-grain.com> to find out if the call for proposals to the 1997 Charleston Conference had been issued yet. It sure has and the proposals are coming in hot and heavy (or is it fast and furious). See this issue of ATG, p.47, for more info. And send your proposal in. Now!

I met him at the first Charleston Conference many years ago. Tom Broadfoot of Broadfoot Publishing Co. in Wilmington, N.C. Tom (who's as Southern as they come) will be venturing out to ALA in San Francisco just like many of us other Southerners. Tom and Lloyd Watkins are interested in talking with library reps for main and college libraries regarding their books. If you're interested, go by Booth 1947.

It's the season to be awarded. Gretchen H. Neil, interim provost at DeKalb College, Georgia, North Campus, and former dean for learning resources, has been chosen as the recipient of the 1997 EBSCO Community College Learning Resources Leadership/Library Award.

Speaking of which, Cindy Hepler (Head of Serials and Binding Section at the Health Sciences Library at SUNY Buffalo) is the recipient of the annual Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship Award.

I remember when Mary Fugle and I did exercises at NASIG one year (I think it was at Denison in 1987 and that was a long time ago). Anyway, Mary is still exercising and she has recently taken a job with Readmore. Pretty exciting and good luck, Mary!

Data Research Associates, Inc. (DRA) has announced that it has become the Internet service provider for the Library of Congress (LC) and its sister legislative agency, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). LC will use its DRA Internet connection to provide worldwide access for libraries and the general public to LC's multimedia online resources, found on the LCWeb site at <http://www.loc.gov>. Included in the Web site's resources are the LCMARC and Authority databases; LC's ambitious Digital Library database, planned to house as many as five million multimedia items by the turn of the century; the "Preview of the American Treasures of the LC" on line exhibition; "Thomas" full-text access to pending U.S. House and Senate bills; links to state libraries and related special programs; and much more. To provide 10Mbps Internet access to the LC/CBO, DRA has installed a fiber optic loop from LC's office in Washington, DC, to DRA's nearby Internet Point of Presence (POP), connecting from there to DRA's national high-speed ATM backbone.

Speaking of the Library of Congress, libraries from across the U.S. have been given awards totaling $600,000 through a partnership between the Library of Congress and Ameritech to digitize historically significant American collections and make them available for the first time via the Internet. The Library of Congress/Ameritech National Digital Library Competition, a two-year program made possible by a $2 million gift from the Ameritech Foundation, enables U.S. Libraries, archives, archives, museums and historical societies to digitize their collections of American historical materials for inclusion in America Memory, the Library of Congress's online collection of primary source materials in U.S. history and culture, available at <http://www.loc.gov/>. The Ameritech program is the first effort to make unique collections from libraries across the United States available online via the Library of Congress to millions of children, students, educators, and lifelong learners. The 10 first-year winners are: Brown University for African/American Sheet Music, awarded $72,193; Denver Public Library for History of the American West, 1960-1920 awarded $71,250; Duke University...
was fortunate enough to be at the birth. Jonas, who weighed in at 8 lbs., 5 oz. and was 22 inches long with a full head of straight black hair, was made an official member of the Schmidt family on April 29. His 4 1/2 year old brother Jacob is being a terrific older brother!

And we have another birth to report — Rebecca Seger (McGraw-Hill) is the proud mother of a baby girl! We don’t know as much about her as we do Jonas (above) so we have to ASK Rebecca all about it when we see her in Charleston in November!

Over the law library listserv <law-lib@ucdavis.edu> Ann Puckett (Director of the Law Library and Professor of Law at the University of Georgia School of Law Library in Athens GA) <apuckett@uga.cc.uga.edu> <http://www.lawsch.uga.edu> lets us know that they have just made available Professor L. Ray Patterson’s amicus brief in the Michigan Documents case about publishers requiring copay shops to pay royalties on copies made for course packs. The URL is <http://www.lawsch.uga.edu/faculty/amicus.html>.

Did you see the fall 1996 issue of Serials Review? Lots of useful articles and was fascinated by “SERIALSLT and the Global Serials Community: The Five Year Evolution of an Electronic Discussion Forum” (p. 1-21).

Information was recently posted on <cni-copyright@cni.org> by Howard P. Knopf <knopf@perlaw.ca> about Canada’s copyright revision legislation, Bill C-32, which was passed on April 25, 1997. The official citation is “An Act to amend the Copyright Act, chapter 24 of the Statutes of Canada, 1997.” Links that pertain to this passage can be found at <http://www.canoe.ca/FPColumns/knopf.html> and <http://www.perlaw.ca/revis1.htm>.

Elena Kozlova <ekozlova@unixpop.utcc.utk.edu> works in the Library for the Natural Science at the Russian Academy of Science (Moscow) but she is currently a Fulbright Visiting Scholar at the Library of the University of Tennessee (Knoxville). Did you meet her at the 16th Charleston Conference?

Anne Jennings <liblibrary@charleston.net> sends word that James S. Heller, Director of the Law Library and Professor of Law at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia, was elected AALL Vice President/President-Elect in this year’s Association elections. Elected to three-year terms on the Executive Board were Mark A. Folsom, Associate Director and Head of Public Services at Washburn University School of Law Library in Topeka, Kansas, and Beth Simmons, Law Librarian at the General Motors Law Library in Detroit, Michigan. The new members of the Board will be installed during the Closing Banquet at the Annual Meeting in Baltimore in July.

Mia Brazill (Head of Acquisitions and Collection Development at Smith College Libraries in Northampton, Mass.) <mbrazill@sophia.smith.edu> is thinking about DRIVING to the Charleston Conference in November with a friend.

This is from <digilibr@sunsite.berkeley.EDU>. If you want to know about used book bargains, Friends of Library Book Sales, or book sales that other non-profit groups in the USA sponsor, visit <http://www.Book-Sales-in-America.com>.

Sometimes the South is okay. Like in April when it snows in Chicago! But Patricia Scarry (Associate Journals Manager, The University of Chicago Press) <pscarry@journals.uchicago.edu> is already making her schedule up for the fall so that she can attend the 1997 Charleston Conference.

The amazingly energetic Barry Lee <research@juno.com> has been promoted to Executive Editor, Databases & Directories

I can’t keep up with Ron Chepesiuk (Contributing editor, ATG, and Professor, Winthrop University, Rock Hill, SC). He has signed a contract with ABC-CLIO, Inc. to research and write the first international encyclopedia on narcotics trafficking and the War on Drugs. Projected to be about 175,000 to 200,000 words in length, the encyclopedia will cover personalities, seminal events, terminology, and legislation worldwide, from the Opium Wars in the nineteenth century to the present. The publication date is scheduled for 1999. Ron is currently on sabatical in Colombia writing an scholarly investigative history of U.S. anti-narcotics policy for McFarland Publishing. All I can say is like — wow!

And speaking of wow, Sarah Tusa <TUSA@ALMARK.LAMAR.EDU> (stop — this is the right email address, I promise) who is editing Bet You Missed It these days (thank goodness!) is doing a wow-y job with Review of Texas Books which she has been codirecting for a year now. The editorial and desktop publishing activities are done in the Library at Lamar, a number of the current and retired faculty are steady reviewers. The Review circulates primarily to public and school libraries in Texas and was started by Sally Doolen about 10 years ago. Sally was about to discontinue it last year when Sarah stepped in to help to keep it going.

Mike Phillips (College of Charleston’s ILL Librarian and music enthusiast and great pianist) <philipsm@cofc.edu> is excited. Multicultural Media has announced its new Web site <cwwww.worldmusicstore.com>, which contains thousands of world music and dance CD, video, CD-ROM and book titles.

Got a great note (on paper, no less, sort of like notes used to be!) from Sherry Thompson <sthompson@majors.com>. Sherry wanted to recommend Against the Grain and the Charleston Conference to Barb Lucas (U. of California-Irvine). I guess more wows are in order!

And, did you see Time, April 21, 1997 (p. 80)? There’s an article entitled “The Cheerful Giver,” about Vance Opperman, president of West Publishing Company. Says the cut line — “a businessman with a corner on publishing court documents was also a master of political donations.”

The New York Times (8 May 1997) carried news that Microsoft and Reed Elsevier, the British and Dutch publishing company that owns the Lexis-Nexis online information service, have agreed to a $30 million deal that will allow Reed Elsevier to use Microsoft’s commercial Internet-oriented system applications for future electronic offerings in the scientific, legal, business and travel information markets.

If you’re a desperate library school student and you need a copy of an article on “writing a deselection policy,” try reading Against the Grain (February, 1995, v.7#1, p. 68-69, 86.) That’s how the enterprising Linda Arbaugh (Supervising Librarian, Mountain View Public Library, Mountain View, CA) helped one of her library patrons!

Well, we don’t have a Book Pricing Update in this issue. This is because Celia Wagner <WAGNER@BNAMF.BLACKWELL.COM> has been choreographing an annual high school musical in her spare time. She asks if anyone will appreciate a break with tradition? She says that she has taken the traditional Marian the Librarian number in The Music Man (which is usually done in tippy-toe ballet shoes) and changed it to a loud tap dancing number. How about them sounds?

Monique Morris (Lyndon State College, Lyndonville, Vermont <LSC_MONIQUE@scolar.vsc.edu> has gotten married. I wouldn’t have discovered this unless her last issue of ATG (v.9#2, April 1997) hadn’t had four pages blank! Look — even the printer screws up. So if you discover a defect in ATG (heaven forbid!) please send it back! We will send you a new and improved copy! No questions asked. And congratulations to Monique on her marriage.

Had a delicious breakfast with Janet Flowers <jflowers@email.unc.edu> in Chapel Hill, discussing old and new times. We are finally running Janet’s 1996 Charleston Conference musings in this issue (see p.59). Also visited with Marcia Tuttle who is thriving and looking forward to retirement in June. But she will be at the Charleston Conference 1997 (register, see this issue, pp.47). Come on down!

Kay Hershey (Metro Community College, P.O. Box 3777, Omaha NE 68103; phone: 402-457-2763; fax: 402-457-2768) <khershey@metro.mcneb.edu> is trying to do some planning and has already asked for information on the Conference.

Okay, I am going against [my] grain to report that Katina Strauch is the 1997 winner of the ALCTS AS Leadership in Acquisitions Award. Y’all, the emails and personal notes which I have gotten have been voluminous and amazing and I thank you all! It’s fabulous to get awards for doing what you really and truly love. Go figure. And I would like to thank Ron Ray (U. of the Pacific) who chaired the committee and each and every and every single one of you.

---

Call for Ideas/Papers/Speakers/etc.

The 1997 Charleston Conference —
November 6-8, 1997, Charleston, S.C.

Issues in Book and Serial Acquisition: Learning from our Mistakes

The Charleston Conference is about buying and selling materials for libraries. It encompasses all types of materials, all issues relating to buying and selling, and all people who deal with these issues.

If you are interested in leading a discussion, acting as a moderator, coordinating the lively lunches or simulation rooms, or would like to make sure we discuss a particular topic, please let us know. The Charleston Conference prides itself on creativity, innovation, flexibility, and informality. If there is something you are interested in doing, please try it out on us.

The Planning Committee for the 1997 Charleston Conference includes Barbara Dean (Arlington County Public Library), Heather Miller (SUNY-Albany), Katina Strauch (College of Charleston), Judy Webster (University of Tennessee), and Robin Lent (U. of New Hampshire).

Send ideas by June 30, 1997, to Barbara Dean. Internet: <b dean@leo.vsla.edu>